How to Use the Michigan Neuropathy Screening Instrument
History
The history questionnaire is self-administered by the patient. Responses are added to
obtain the total score. Responses of “yes” to items 1-3, 5-6, 8-9, 11-12, 14-15 are each
counted as one point. A “no” response on items 7 and 13 counts as 1 point. Item #4 is a
measure of impaired circulation and item #10 is a measure of general aesthenia and are
not included in scoring. To decrease the potential for bias, all scoring information has
been eliminated from the patient version.
Physical Assessment

For all assessments, the foot should be warm (>30°C).
Foot Inspection: The feet are inspected for evidence of excessively dry skin, callous
formation, fissures, frank ulceration or deformities. Deformities include flat feet,
hammer toes, overlapping toes, halux valgus, joint subluxation, prominent metatarsal
heads, medial convexity (Charcot foot) and amputation.
Vibration Sensation: Vibration sensation should be performed with the great toe
unsupported. Vibration sensation will be tested bilaterally using a 128 Hz tuning fork
placed over the dorsum of the great toe on the boney prominence of the DIP joint.
Patients, whose eyes are closed, will be asked to indicate when they can no longer sense
the vibration from the vibrating tuning fork.
In general, the examiner should be able to feel vibration from the hand-held tuning fork
for 5 seconds longer on his distal forefinger than a normal subject can at the great toe
(e.g. examiner’s DIP joint of the first finger versus patient’s toe). If the examiner feels
vibration for 10 or more seconds on his or her finger, then vibration is considered
decreased. A trial should be given when the tuning fork is not vibrating to be certain that
the patient is responding to vibration and not pressure or some other clue. Vibration is
scored as 1) present if the examiner senses the vibration on his or her finger for < 10
seconds, 2) reduced if sensed for ≥ 10 or 3) absent (no vibration detection.)
Muscle Stretch Reflexes: The ankle reflexes will be examined using an appropriate reflex
hammer (e.g. Trommer or Queen square). The ankle reflexes should be elicited in the
sitting position with the foot dependent and the patient relaxed. For the reflex, the foot
should be passively positioned and the foot dorsiflexed slightly to obtain optimal stretch
of the muscle. The Achilles tendon should be percussed directly. If the reflex is
obtained, it is graded as present. If the reflex is absent, the patient is asked to perform the
Jendrassic maneuver (i.e., hooking the fingers together and pulling). Reflexes elicited
with the Jendrassic maneuver alone are designated “present with reinforcement.” If the

reflex is absent, even in the face of the Jendrassic maneuver, the reflex is considered
absent.
Monofilament Testing: For this examination, it is important that the patient’s foot be
supported (i.e., allow the sole of the foot to rest on a flat, warm surface). The filament
should initially be prestressed (4-6 perpendicular applications to the dorsum of the
examiner’s first finger). The filament is then applied to the dorsum of the great toe
midway between the nail fold and the DIP joint. Do not hold the toe directly. The
filament is applied perpendicularly and briefly, (<1 second) with an even pressure. When
the filament bends, the force of 10 grams has been applied. The patient, whose eyes are
closed, is asked to respond yes if he/she feels the filament. Eight correct responses out
of 10 applications is considered normal: one to seven correct responses indicates reduced
sensation and no correct answers translates into absent sensation.

